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Apple's  Apple Watch Edition

 
By NANCY BUCKLEY

The digital presence of a luxury brand is increasingly important for the consumer's
purchasing decision, but among luxury watch and jewelry brands 90 percent do not offer
clear pricing information online, according to a new study from L2.

Changes in the Chinese economy and the emergence of the Apple Watch are forcing
watch and jewelry brands to reprioritize jewelry within their brands. These changes,
especially those in digital, can reshape brands into a more relatable and enticing brand
for digital-savvy consumers to interact with and purchase from.

“Over half of brands now support some sort of path to commerce from their Web sites,
through ecommerce, econcierge services or both,” said Reid Sherard, research lead on
watches & jewelry at L2, New York.

“The watches and jewelry sector will never look like specialty retail or beauty because of
the low frequency of purchase, slower product development cycles, higher price point
and lack of promotionally, but that being said, brands are getting better at supporting their
digital investments across channels with social promotion, ad buying, and email
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marketing,” he said.

L2’s Digital IQ Index Watches & Jewelry looked at the digital competence of brands based
on their Web site and ecommerce options, digital marketing strategies, social media and
mobile capabilities.

Digital gains 
As Apple’s first luxury item is about to emerge on the market, traditional luxury brands are
feeling the pressure to upgrade their digital presence. Apple Watch made a presence at
Paris Fashion Week and on the cover of Vogue China, both indications of the watch being
more than just another Apple product.

“Apple's entry into the luxury space could mark a turning point in the way brands sell
products,” Mr. Sherard said. “Apple is an expert at making executing large purchases easy--
with Apple Pay, buying an iPad can be done with one tap, and shoppers can research,
locate products in store, customize them and reserve them all before coming in contact
with an associate in the Apple Store.

“The Apple Watch could put pressure on traditional watch boutiques to up their game in
digitally integrating their vertically owned boutiques to optimize for an omnichannel sales
strategy,” he said.

Regardless of Apple’s presence, establishing and maintaining a digital presence is
crucial for watch and jewelry brands looking to engage with the digital-savvy consumer.

The top brands according to L2, include David Yurman and Tiffany & Co. These two have
used digital campaigns to reach consumers and have kept up-to-date with changes in
digital trends.

L2's digital IQ
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Other brands in the top category include Swarovski, Montblanc, Van Cleef & Arpels and
Cartier. These brands offer consumers an omnichannel experience that streamlines their
online experience with the brand.

Brands that missed the mark with their digital presence include Breguet, Glashutte,
Fredrique Constant and Harry Winston. These brands lack in online commerce options,
are not mobile optimized and have minimal presence on social media.

In the watch and jewelry sector there are several large parent companies that dominate the
field. Among these, Richemont brands are ranked with the highest digital IQ.

Among watch and jewelry brands, their online presences are slowly emerging. For
instance, 38 percent of brands have a “contact us” option on product pages, 17 percent
reference the last viewed product and 33 percent have an email concierge. These
upgrades to their online sites give brands a little more options when providing customer
service online.

Another increase in online service is evident in the 45 percent of brands that offer
commerce and 38 percent who offer econcierge services and the 28 percent of brands
that offer both. These changes in digital platforms allow consumers to interact with
brands more directly from home.

Search and social results 
Search engine results are another measure in L2’s report. In this section, T iffany & Co. is
the clear lead appearing on 16 percent of generic searches, double the next brand, Cartier.

Facebook accounts continued to expand in 2014, averaging 103 percent growth since
2013. The average Facebook page saw growth from about 358,000 followers in 2013 to
about 550,000 followers in 2014.

YouTube saw similar growth among watch and jewelry brands with 11 brands seeing over
a million views on one video.

YouTube presence from watch and jewelry brands 

Cartier’s examination of its  heritage while looking toward the future in its social video,
“Shape Your T ime” earned the brand more than 15 million views (see story).

Facebook communities are five times larger, but Instagram accounts receive five times
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the interaction from consumers. An individual’s willingness to “like” an image on
Instagram is much higher than Facebook.

Mobile applications are in declines as the high costs of development and low ROI deter
brands from making the investment.

However, sometimes brands have a “flash of genius” moment that changes the
consumer’s interaction with mobile apps for the time being. For instance,
a Fabergé fundraising event launched in New York claimed to be the largest public
deployment of Bluetooth-enabled beacons, giving participants in a citywide egg hunt a
way to access clues, rewards and other information.

The Big Egg Hunt was sponsored by Fabergé and benefited two nonprofits: Studio in a
School and Elephant Family. For the event, more than 200 egg sculptures, each created by
a leading artist, designer or creative, were placed around New York, with consumers
encouraged to find and check-in at the eggs as well as bid on them via a mobile
application (see story).

Future of digital 
Establishing and maintaining a digital presence is vital for brands and with ever-changing
technology updates, picking and choosing the best initiatives is a difficult decision. This
year luxury brands had some campaigns that changed the way luxury brands use digital.

For instance, French apparel and accessories label Kenzo took consumers inside the
atmosphere of its  fall 2014 collection with a 3D digital museum.

Kenzo’s “Grace to the Nth Power” let consumers use their phone or mouse to navigate the
virtual space, which is complete with videos and a gift shop. Taking consumers on a
physical journey through a video series leads to a more immersive experience than
simply collecting films on a flat microsite (see story).

Also, Italian fashion house Fendi gave consumers a different view of its runway show
live-stream on Feb. 20 through high-definition cameras attached to drones.

In addition to the standard view of the runway, consumers watching the brand’s
fall/winter 2014 show on Fendi’s Web site during Milan Fashion Week had the ability to
switch to the camera angle of the aerial drones. This new way of filming the runway show
allowed viewers at home to have a unique experience and feel more a part of the action,
as they could switch vantage points (see story).

Watch and jewelry brands are likely to follow suit with similar digital initiatives for special
events. Apparel and accessories have more wiggle room with campaigns because of the
nature of the industry, but the success of their campaigns will likely reflect upon watches
and jewelry.

“Watch and jewelry brands winning at digital are using their digital properties to provide
next steps to purchase, either through direct e-commerce, e-concierge services or
boutique integration,” Mr. Sherard said.
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“Using digital to build a brand experience divorced from the shopping experience is a
thing of the past, as more purchasers research online before shopping in-store and expect
to find pricing and availability information online,” he said.

Final Take
Nancy Buckley, editorial assistant on Luxury Daily, New York
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